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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Making Small-Dollar Lending Safer for Georgians
Predatory small-dollar lenders prey on financially insecure consumers by providing quick
cash loans with punishingly high interest rates and fees, making them all but impossible to
pay on time. While Georgia has made progress in preventing predatory lending by
prohibiting payday loans, state law still allows other forms of high-interest, small-dollar
lending. In Georgia, predatory small-dollar loans can include car title loans that carry up to
300% interest and other installment loans of up to $3,000 that can have interest rates and
fees totaling more than 60% APR (“annual percentage rate”).
This paper takes an in-depth look at the types of small-dollar loans permitted in Georgia,
how they are regulated, and who predatory lenders target. This paper also provides
recommendations for changes to state law that will protect consumers, laying the
groundwork for the advocacy efforts of Georgia Watch and the Georgia Financial
Protection Coalition during the 2019 Georgia Legislative Session and beyond. The policy
recommendations that Georgia Watch urges legislators to adopt include:
•

Requiring small-dollar lenders to evaluate a borrower’s ability to repay before a
loan is made—including an analysis of the borrower’s income and expenses;

•

Requiring car title lenders to give a borrower any surplus remaining after the sale
of a repossessed vehicle;

•

Renaming the Industrial Loan Act the “Small Consumer Finance Loan Act” and
moving car title lending under this Act so that title pawn transactions are
regulated as small-dollar loans subject to Georgia’s usury law;

•

Transferring authority to govern small-dollar loans, including car title loans, to the
Department of Banking and Finance, rather than the Department of Insurance;

•

Capping interest rates on small-dollar loans at 36% APR for all consumers to reflect
the federal interest rate cap for military servicemembers and their families.

We have an incredible opportunity to strengthen consumer protections in Georgia and
ease the financial burdens of our most vulnerable by reforming our small-dollar lending
laws. This paper provides readers with the research and tools necessary to fully understand
the predatory lending industries in Georgia, what changes can be made, and how Georgia
Watch and the Georgia Financial Protection Coalition intend to fight for safer financial
products for consumers in our state.
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I. Introduction
In 2011, Shelby B. from Rockdale, Georgia pawned her car title for $1,700. Four years and
$5,400 later, she finally made her last payment to get her title back. Shelby, like many
Georgians, took out a small-dollar loan and suffered financial consequences that far
exceeded her expectations. “I wouldn’t encourage that loan to anybody. They get you in
there by making it seem so easy. I was in a place in my life where I needed help, and they
take advantage of people in tight positions. . . It’s a shame that they do that. It’s a bad
deal.” Unfortunately, Shelby’s financial struggles are not unique. The path to financial
security is filled with obstacles for most lower income Georgians. Many Georgia consumers
not only lack opportunities for economic success, but they are preyed upon by industries
that profit from stripping struggling families of their only assets.
Prosperity Now, which annually measures data on family financial health, ranks Georgia in
the bottom, 49th out of 50 states and the District of Columbia, for the economic prosperity
of its residents.1 Many Georgians live in communities that have historically lacked access to
brick and mortar banks. Decades of redlining and lack of investments in lower-income
Black and Hispanic communities have resulted in safe financial products being largely
unavailable to the Georgians that need them most. Predatory lenders have seized this
opportunity to move into lower-income areas and exploit the most vulnerable families.
Although Georgia has made important strides in consumer financial protection, further
steps are needed to protect Georgia families from predatory lending practices and ensure
their financial security.
Predatory lenders take advantage of consumers by advertising quick cash with no credit
check, but these enticing loans come with absurdly high interest rates and fees, making
them nearly impossible to repay. Borrowers who desperately need cash for an unexpected
medical bill, car repair or other necessity find themselves in an escalating debt trap. Most
payments go toward the exorbitant loan fees rather than the principal. Many borrowers are
forced to extend their loans or take out new loans to keep up with their payments and
avoid defaulting on other important bills such as rent and utilities. This never-ending debt
cycle makes any opportunity for upward mobility even more unattainable for a Georgian in
poverty.
Predatory loans can take several forms including payday loans, car title loans or small-dollar
installment loans. Fortunately, Georgia protects consumers from the harms of payday
lending. After years of consumer exploitation by payday lenders charging triple digit
interest rates, Georgia Watch helped pass model legislation in 2004 to make payday
lending illegal in Georgia and subject violators to substantial penalties. The payday lending
ban in Georgia saves consumers here over $284 million in fees annually.2
Despite success on the payday lending front, Georgia is still a sanctuary for other predatory
lenders. Georgia is ground zero for car title lending, with three of the nation’s largest car
title lending companies headquartered in Georgia.3 TitleMax, headquartered in Savannah,
has over 1100 stores in 16 states, with over 200 stores located in Georgia.4 In 2016, Georgia
ranked sixth in the country for the number of car title loans.5
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Interest rates for car title loans in Georgia can be as high as 300%. In addition to charging
exorbitant interest rates, title pawn lenders are permitted to repossess a borrower’s vehicle
upon default of payment and keep any surplus profits from the sale. According to the
data, one in five borrowers who obtain a car title loan has their vehicle repossessed.6
Predatory lenders also exploit consumers through small-dollar installment loans. Non-bank
lenders in Georgia are permitted to charge as high as 60% in interest rates and fees on
loans of $3,000 or less, which is substantially higher than the 16% limit that state banks and
credit unions must follow. Installment lenders in Georgia are also luring lower income
consumers into high-interest loans by targeting them with “live checks” sent by mail to
unsuspecting consumers who cash them, not realizing that they have just taken out a highinterest loan.

Predatory lenders cluster in areas where financial literacy is low and where people often
live paycheck to paycheck. Georgia Watch worked with the Student Innovation Fellowship
at Georgia State University to map title pawn lending locations across Georgia. The
ATLMaps platform presented an opportunity to visualize and better understand the
relationship between the presence of title pawn lenders and community data on
household income. This project revealed an astounding 755 title pawn lending locations in
the State of Georgia in 2018, with 74.4% operating in areas with a poverty rate above the
national average.7
This map of metro
Atlanta shows car title
lenders (blue icons)
cluster around:
• military installations
(purple icons) such as
Dobbins Air Force
Base in Marietta;8
• along highways such
as northeast Atlanta’s
Buford Highway - an
area famous for its
large and diverse
immigrant
community, and
• near lower wealth
communities. The
darker the red, the
higher the poverty
level of the census
tract. Note a
conspicuous lack of
car title lenders in
wealthier areas such as Fayette County, East Cobb, Buckhead, and North Fulton.
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To protect military families from dangerous loan products, Congress enacted the Military
Lending Act (MLA). All small-dollar lenders in Georgia, including car title lenders, are
subject to this national regulation of loans made to active duty military families.9 The MLA
sets a 36% annual rate cap, including interest fees and charges for ancillary products like
credit insurance, for loans made to active duty military families.10 Since lenders are already
subject to a rate cap for loans made to active duty military families, there is no reason why
this protection should not be afforded to all consumers. It is crucial that we update our
regulations to provide more protection for all Georgians, particularly those living in the
most under-resourced and exploited communities. This policy paper provides an analysis
of our small-dollar lending laws and proposes policy solutions to make Georgia a safer
state for borrowers.
Shelby B. - Rockdale, GA
“I wouldn’t encourage that loan to anybody. They get you in there by making it seem so
easy. I was in a place in my life where I needed help, and they take advantage of people
in tight positions. . . It’s a shame that they do that. It’s a bad deal.”
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II. Georgia’s Current Law
Nearly 44% of Georgia households live in liquid asset poverty, meaning they do not have
three months of expenses saved. Correspondingly, the most recent Metro Atlanta Speaks
Survey conducted by the Atlanta Regional Commission found that only half of metro
Atlanta’s families could afford to pay an unexpected $400 bill with cash or money in a
bank account.11 Those who could not afford to pay the $400 in cash reported that they
would delay paying the expense, put it on a credit card, borrow money, or pawn or sell
items. A portion of consumers will take out high-interest, small-dollar loans, which often
have steep interest rates that push families deeper into financial crisis. Although Georgia
lawmakers have taken significant steps to curb payday lending, other predatory loans like
car title and installment loans are prevalent in the state.

A. Payday Lending
A payday loan is a type of predatory loan in which the lender provides a cash advance to
a borrower and then withdraws payment directly from the borrower’s bank on the
borrower’s payday.12 For borrowers, payday loans are associated with a cascade of
financial consequences, such as increased likelihood of bankruptcy, bank fees,
delinquency on other bills like rent and medical bills, delinquency on child support
payments, and even involuntary bank account closures.13 These loans typically have
interest rates in excess of 400%, making repayment nearly impossible for many. Payday
lenders’ business model depends on keeping consumers trapped in a cycle of debt.
Nationally, in states where such loans are legal, 75% of all payday loan fees come from
borrowers stuck in more than 10 loans a year.14 Thankfully, such abusive loans are no
longer permitted under Georgia state law.
For years, payday lenders preyed on Georgia’s most vulnerable citizens, charging triple
digit interest rates. With strong support from consumer advocates, the Georgia General
Assembly passed legislation in 2004 making payday lending illegal under Georgia law.15
Importantly, the Georgia Payday Lending Act of 2004 (“Georgia Act”) protects Georgia’s
consumers by making it a violation of criminal law for banks to partner with payday lenders
in order to make payday loans that would violate our state usury limits.16 This legislation was
among the first of its kind nationally and has been considered a model consumer
protection. In 2016, the Georgia Supreme Court ruled that this Act also extends to out-ofstate Internet lenders making high-cost loans that are illegal under state law.17 The criminal
and civil penalties18 outlined in the Georgia Act are the most important – and effective –
protections against abusive payday lending in the state, saving Georgia consumers over
$284 million in fees annually. 19 Georgia is one of 18 states, plus the District of Columbia,
that have enacted similar rate caps to curb payday lending abuses.20

B. Title Pawn Lending
Although installment lenders and others are subject to the state’s usury limit, predatory
lenders can charge exorbitant interest rates and fees to Georgia’s consumers through car
title pawn transactions. These are transactions in which a borrower gives the title to his or
her vehicle to the lender to hold as collateral, allowing the lender to repossess the vehicle
if the contract is not repaid.21
5

Car title lenders are the only lenders in Georgia allowed to charge more than the state’s
60% usury cap on small consumer finance loans.22 Title lenders may charge over 187%
annual interest on loans. Many other states, unlike Georgia, effectively protect consumers
from the harms of car title loans by enforcing strict usury caps on these loan products.23 In
Georgia, car title lenders are classified as “pawnbrokers.”24 Georgia is one of only a few
states to regulate car title loans as pawn transactions.25 Pawnbrokers are exempted from
both the Georgia Industrial Loan Act26 and Georgia’s criminal usury law,27 which put a cap
on interest rates charged to borrowers, and are instead only limited by Georgia’s
pawnbroker law.
Under Georgia’s pawnbroker law, car title lenders are permitted to charge up to 25%
interest per month (or 300% APR) for the first 90 days,28 as well as additional fees.29 Georgia
does not require underwriting to determine a borrower’s ability to repay before issuing a car
title loan. These car title loans come at big costs to consumers. Nationally, average loan
fees are more than double the amount of average loans.30 Borrowers on average take
$1,042 in car title loans, yet they are charged an average of $2,349 in fees by lenders.31
Most of a borrower’s monthly payment goes toward loan fees and very little goes to pay off
the principal. Borrowers in Georgia lose a total of $199 million in fees for car title loans each
year. 32
Ronald L. - Georgia
Ronald and his wife decided to borrow $2,000 from a title lender to help with mortgage
payments, but they had a tough time making the $245 per month payment that went “just to
interest.” Ronald and his wife ended up paying over $6,000 on the $2,000 loan. To make
matters worse, the car that they used to secure the loan stopped running. The couple wanted
to trade the car in, but the title lending company held the title, leaving Ronald and his wife no
choice but to rent a car for over 10 months so that his wife could get to work.
Title pawn loans must be issued for 30 days but may be extended in 30-day increments.33
Like payday lenders, car title lenders’ business model is dependent on keeping borrowers
trapped in a cycle of debt. According to Georgia-based car title lender, TitleMax, the
typical borrower renews their loan eight times. When borrowers are unable to make
payments, they are faced with losing their vehicle. Further, Georgia lenders may charge
fees to borrowers for repossession.34 Georgia also allows lenders to keep all surplus funds
from the sale of a repossessed vehicle and is the only state other than Alabama to allow
this.35 One in five borrowers who obtain a car title loan have their vehicle repossessed.36
When borrowers lose their automobile, they may lose their only form of transportation which
could result in job loss, further trapping them in a cycle of debt and poverty. Some
borrowers will put off other necessary payments such as utilities, rent, or medical expenses
to avoid defaulting on their car title loan.
Further complicating the regulatory framework for car title lending in Georgia, authority to
enforce Georgia’s pawnbroker laws is granted to municipal authorities.37 Municipalities may
regulate licensing, taxing and fair dealing of pawnbrokers as well as implement additional
regulations for pawnbrokers in their respective communities.38 Municipalities in Georgia
generally use the local police department to enforce state and local pawnbroker laws.39
This means that no state-level office currently regulates the title pawn industry, and
regulation varies by municipality.
6

C. Georgia Industrial Loan Act
According to Georgia law, it is unlawful for any person to engage in the business of making
loans of $3,000 or less unless the lender meets certain exceptions.40 The pawnbroker statute
is one of those exceptions, as is the “Georgia Industrial Loan Act.” Passed in 1955, the
Georgia Industrial Loan Act (or “GILA”) regulates businesses that make loans or cash
advances of $3,000 or less in the State of Georgia.41 GILA exempts several groups, including
banks and credit unions, and most notably pawnbrokers, from regulation under this Act.42
The Georgia Industrial Loan Act restricts loans to a maximum of 36 months and 15 days.43
The GILA statute sets an allowable interest rate on loans up to $3,000 but permits multiple
fees that may be charged on a loan, including a “loan fee,” in addition to interest.44 The
fees added to the interest allow lenders to charge deceptively high rates on loans. 45 GILA
lenders are ultimately limited by Georgia’s criminal usury law, which restricts interest rates to
five percent per month,46 or 60% total interest annually, including fees.47 Lenders are also
permitted to charge an additional maintenance fee of three dollars per month beyond the
usury cap, which can result in an interest rate above 60%.48 Including maintenance charges,
the National Consumer Law Center calculates that lenders in Georgia may charge up to
61% annual percentage rate (“APR”) on a $500, six-month installment loan, and 32% APR for
a 2-year $2,000 installment loan.49
The Georgia Industrial Loan Act names the Commissioner of Insurance as the Industrial Loan
Commissioner.50 Georgia is the only state where small-dollar lending is regulated by the
Department of Insurance. Consumers can file complaints against GILA lenders with the
Commissioner of Insurance who has the power to investigate and take disciplinary action.
The more commonsense choice of authority for regulating these loans would be the
Department of Banking and Finance, which regulates financial institution lending in
Georgia.
In recent years, some GILA lenders have been engaging in deceptive practices that turn
desperate Georgia consumers into victims. These GILA lenders are sending “live checks” in
the mail to elderly and low-income consumers in difficult financial situations who cash these
checks, not realizing that they have taken out a high-interest loan. This practice has fueled
the demand for stronger regulations governing GILA lending practices and increased
enforcement to protect vulnerable consumers.51 Under the supervision of the Department of
Banking and Finance, Georgia could employ more robust licensing and reporting
requirements for installment lenders.

D. Banks and Credit Unions
State banks, credit unions, and financial institutions are regulated by the Department of
Banking and Finance.52 These state institutions are subject to an interest rate cap of 16%
annually on loans of $3,000 or less.53 This does not apply to national banks and federal credit
unions, which are regulated by federal law. State institutions are also subject to penalties for
violating Georgia’s criminal usury cap of 60% annual interest, which applies to all state
financial institutions and persons or companies that provide loans up to $250,000 in Georgia,
except for pawnbrokers.54
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Federal credit unions are subject to a federal rate cap of 18% annually.55 The National
Credit Union Association (NCUA) provides an exception for loans made by federal credit
unions under NCUA’s “consumer-friendly Payday Alternative Loan Program,” allowing
interest rates up to 28%, plus a $20 origination fee.56 Payday Alternative Loans (PALs) are
available from federal credit unions for loan amounts between $200 and $1000. These loans
give borrowers a minimum of one month and up to six months to pay back their loans. Only
one PALs loan can be taken out at a time, but up to three can be taken out during any sixmonth rolling period.57 The NCUA has recently proposed the addition of a PALs II loan
option. Consumer advocates oppose many elements of the PALS II proposal, including the
elimination of a minimum loan amount, an increased $2000 maximum loan amount, and
an extended maximum payback period of 12 months. The PALS II program would also
permit more than six application fees in twelve months.58

Federal credit unions and state financial institutions in Georgia are currently subject to
significantly more stringent rate caps than those allowed for other small-dollar lenders in the
state. Yet, these institutions continue to profitably make small-dollar loans to consumers, an
important fact that contradicts the claim often made by the title pawn and installment
lending industries that high interest rates are necessary to enable them to continue doing
business in Georgia.

E. Legislative Developments
i. Georgia
In 2016 and 2017, state laws protecting consumers from high cost installment loans came
under attack. Predatory lenders, especially payday lenders, moved into states and
attempted to pass bills that would weaken state laws that protect consumers from highinterest, small-dollar predatory loans.59 In Georgia, car title lenders attempted to pass
legislation to allow pawn transactions, including title pawn loans, to be longer term and
more expensive for consumers. They craftily tacked an amendment onto a 2016 routine
annual bill brought by Georgia’s Department of Banking and Finance.60 In 2017, title pawn
lenders attempted to pass legislation in Georgia that would allow them to make long-term
loans called “Fixed Term Pawn Transactions” for up to 24 months.61 Although the 2017 bill
failed on the floor of the House of Representatives before Crossover Day, the language was
amended onto an unrelated petroleum pipeline bill on the last day of the Legislative
Session. In the final hours of Sine Die, with the support of legislative champions like State
Representative Penny Houston (R – Nashville), Georgia Watch and others successfully
defeated this legislation to protect consumers from harmful changes to state law.
At the same time that lenders moved to try to weaken state laws, consumer advocates
such as Georgia Watch and others moved to strengthen them. House Bill 902, introduced
during the 2017-2018 legislative session by State Representative Earl Ehrhart (R – Powder
Springs), was a commonsense bill that proposed to transfer authority to govern small-dollar
loans from the Industrial Loan Commissioner to the Department of Banking and Finance
and to change the title of the Georgia Industrial Loan Act to the “Small Consumer Finance
Loan Act.”62 In the bill, small-dollar loans were renamed “small consumer finance loans.”63
Further, the bill proposed additional requirements for obtaining a license to issue small
consumer finance loans.64 The bill also ensured that payday lending remains illegal in
Georgia.65
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Senate Bill 198, introduced by State Senator Elena Parent (D – Atlanta), would have
prohibited GILA lenders from sending unsolicited live checks in the mail to consumers.66
Georgia Watch supported this legislation to stop these dangerous loans. Unfortunately,
House Bill 902 and Senate Bill 198 did not advance during the 2017-2018 Legislative Session.
We recommend that the Georgia Legislature reintroduce and pass these bills during the
2019-2020 Legislative Session.

ii. Federal
The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) issued a final rule in October 2017
designed to protect consumers from payday and title pawn lending.67 The rule stems from
over five years of research, as the CFPB recognized the devastating harm that high-interest
predatory lending causes millions of Americans. The new CFPB rule helps protect consumers
by requiring lenders to establish a borrower’s ability to repay the loan before making it.
Once the rule is enforced when it goes into effect in August 2019, lenders will be required to
conduct a “full-payment test” to determine whether the borrower can afford the loan
payments and still meet basic living expenses and major financial obligations.68 The rule also
limits the number of times a lender may attempt to collect payment after the bank
responds that the borrower has “insufficient funds,” thus protecting the borrower from
needless overdraft fees.69
The rule is limited by the CFPB’s lack of authority to set usury limits.70 However, in the text of
the final rule, the CFPB explicitly recognized the importance of state caps on fees and
interest rates in protecting consumers.71 A resolution to overturn the CFPB’s rule recently
failed to garner enough support in Congress, but high-cost lenders have brought suit in an
attempt to overturn the rule. There is also a danger that the CFPB itself will weaken the rule
before it goes into effect. Georgia Watch and the Georgia Financial Protection Coalition
are vigilantly monitoring these threats and acting to support enforcement of the CFPB rule.
Donyell E. - Conyers, GA
Donyell, a single mother of two needed help making ends meet so she took out a title pawn
loan to pay bills, thinking she’d quickly pay it off. The title loan that Donyell took out was
secured with her 2012 Toyota 4Runner. Donyell borrowed $4,000 with an APR of 152%. When
Donyell was only able to make partial payments, her car was repossessed. After meeting
with the manager, Donyell was assured that they would not sell her car if Donyell was able to
come up with the money she owed. Donyell collected the money necessary, but the car
had already been sold. Under Georgia law, Donyell’s lender was allowed to keep the profits
from the sale of her car, leaving her without transportation and leaving the lender with an
enormous profit.
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III. Policy Recommendations and
Conclusion
Overall, Georgia’s regulations on small-dollar loans provide very limited protections for
borrowers and do not adequately address the harms of predatory lending in the state. Even
with caps on interest rates, some lenders can charge numerous additional fees resulting in
much higher rates of interest.72
To better protect Georgia consumers, Georgia Watch and the Georgia Financial Protection
Coalition urge state policymakers to consider adopting the following five
recommendations.
• Require small-dollar lenders to evaluate the borrower’s ability to repay any credit
that is extended—including an analysis of both the borrower’s income and
expenses.
• Require car title lenders to give borrowers the surplus from selling a repossessed
vehicle. Any funds remaining after repaying the principal amount and fees should
be returned to the borrower.
• Rename the Industrial Loan Act the “Small Consumer Finance Loan Act” and
move car title lending under this Act so that these products are regulated as smalldollar loans that are subject to Georgia’s usury law.
• Transfer authority to govern small-dollar loans, including title pawn loans, to the
Department of Banking and Finance, rather than the Department of Insurance or
municipalities, respectively.
• Cap interest rates on small-dollar loans at 36% APR for all consumers to reflect the
federal interest rate cap for military servicemembers and their families.
In addition to these recommendations, Georgia Watch and the Georgia Financial
Protection Coalition urge state policymakers to consider recommendations from the
National Consumer Law Center (NCLC).73 These recommendations include prohibiting or
strictly limiting loan fees in order to prevent fees from being used to undermine the state
interest rate cap and banning the sale of credit insurance and other add-on products
which primarily benefit the lender and increase the cost of the credit.
Despite Georgia’s model law prohibiting payday lending in the state, Georgia consumers
continue to lose millions of dollars to other predatory lenders each year. The good news is
that Georgia legislators can significantly improve the financial well-being of struggling
Georgians by passing a few common-sense laws. Our Legislature could cap interest rates
at 36% or lower for all consumer loans, including fees. Our Legislature could also change
the title of the Georgia Industrial Loan Act to the “Small Consumer Finance Loan Act,” and
rename industrial loans “small consumer finance loans” to make the laws governing these
loan products clearer for the public. Further, Georgia could regulate title pawn
transactions as small-dollar loans, making them subject to the state usury cap.
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Predatory lenders and their proponents argue that payday and title pawn loans are
necessary to protect consumers’ access to credit.74 However, research has shown that
regulating predatory lending at the state level has not resulted in a lack of access to
credit.75
Most former payday borrowers in North Carolina reported that North Carolina’s payday
ban in 2006 resulted in a positive impact on their household.76 The Center for Responsible
Lending estimates that states that prohibit or strictly enforce rate caps for payday and car
title loans save the country a total of over five billion dollars in fees per year.77
Georgia Watch and the Georgia Financial Protection Coalition believe that additional
regulation of the small-dollar lending industry is crucial to protect Georgians, particularly
our most vulnerable consumers from financial harm. Without additional state-level
protections, Georgia consumers will continue to be exploited. Georgia Watch and the
Georgia Financial Protection Coalition urge legislators to adopt the policies discussed
herein to protect Georgia citizens.
Kiesha H. - Georgia
When Kiesha was laid off from her job, she fell behind on bills and decided to borrow
$2,000 against her car. The title pawn monthly payments were such that Kiesha could not
keep up and had to renew the loan multiple times, incurring new fees with each renewal.
When Kiesha went to the lender to make the final payment, employees encouraged her to
skip this month and that they “wouldn’t charge her interest.” Not dissuaded, Kiesha made
her final payment and closed the loan. In total, she paid over $6,000 for her $2,000 loan.
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